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Wearable strain sensors have significant applications in motion detection, soft robotics, cheap, 

flexible devices and healthcare. While several strain sensors, based on various functional 

materials, have been under research and some of them have made it to real-world applications, 

they are always found to be relatively expensive. Efficient and practical methods to obtain 

both highly stretchable and sensitive strain sensors remain challenging. This paper presents 

simple, scalable and environment-friendly fabrication methods for wearable strain sensors, 

based on natural and nanomaterials. In the presented work, we have developed various strain 

sensors based on simple manufacturing processes using graphene nanoplatelets (GNP)-carbon 

black (CB)-silicone rubber (SR) (GNP-CB-SR) hybrid films with low temperature-

coefficients of resistance. The synergistic effects of GNP and CB can bring about better 

functionalities due to the formation of interconnected networks, which an individual filler 

cannot provide. The low temperature-coefficients of resistance of GNP-CB-SR composites 

make them suitable for the fabrication of standard resistors in high- temperature applications. 

Figure 1 shows the life cycle assessment of GNP-CB-S hybrid composites. 

Furthermore, flexible and wearable strain sensors have been developed with the use of natural 

fibre yarns and fabrics. These natural materials are abundant, lightweight, stretchable and 

most importantly, very cheap. Simple coating techniques developed to achieve highly 

conductive wool, cotton and kenaf fibres using conductive ink, based on GNP and conducting 

polymers. Different types of strain sensors were then fabricated by changing the shape of the 

active material within the elastomer to tune their sensitivity factors. These strain sensors show 

reliable electromechanical response to strains as large as 60%, suggesting their potential 

application in human motion detection. They can successfully detect a range of human 

movements, such as finger, wrist, and knee joint movements, pronunciation, breathing and 

swallowing. Finally, we propose a flexible grid structured pressure sensor to detect finger 

touch that could be utilised as flexible touch panels. Figure 2 depicts various electrochemical 

performances of natural fibre based sensors. 



 

Figure 2  Long-term stability of a strain sensor G-CB-SR sensor for 500 cycles 
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Figure 3 Detection of large-strain human motion (finger movement) by our CFB-1-20-

Thick strain sensors. a) plots indicating the response of CFB-1-20-Thick sensor to bending-

holding of each finger related to the joint degree of bending, b) plots showing the response 

of a CFB-1-20-Thick sensor to the fast joint movement of each finger, c) detection of wrist 

and knee joints movements by a CFB-1-20-Thick strain sensor. Response to movements of 

d) normal breathing and breathing after exercise, e) pronunciation of English word 

“Hello”, English letters “I” and “O”, and detection of swallowing on the throat. 
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